Cold Wax Painting | Supply List
Instructor: Tricia Hampo

List of materials:

Oil Paints
A minimum of red, yellow, blue, black and white
Any size, any brand but recommend Gamblin 1980

Palette knife- Medium size

Palette (a disposable pad is easy)

Gamblin Cold Wax medium- one 16 oz jar

Galkyd Gel- 5oz tube (optional)

Heavy weight watercolor paper
For example, a Canson XL pad will do

Masking tape or blue painter’s tape- 1 roll

Mark/texture making tools such as Stencils, stabilo pencil, oil pastels, string, burlap, cheese cloth
(all optional but fun)

Squeege(s) (like a bowl scraper)

A roll of paper towel

Disposable gloves